
LIFE WAS SIMPLER IN THE PAST

Cause anyone who believes that life in days gone by was better or simpler When people say the past was simpler, I
think they mean a less.

I always framed the best ones to protect the memories, not the photos. My friends knew my siblings and my
parents because they had to call my house and ask to speak with me. Sometimes, I feel better just by putting
on Netflix and watching a TV show that has long since been cancelled. Before the days of instantaneous
uploading, endless retakes and airbrushing, there was me, my friends and a disposable camera. More than half
of those surveyed claim they were happier then than now. Others miss the fact that the price of gas and petrol
was lower, university education was free and that property prices were more affordable. Many aren't settling
down for a while because they are looking for the absolute best thing â€” and they feel they can find it easily
at their fingertips. Fill up on the cheap! At the same time the number of cars in he world has multiplied, so the
net effect is still an increase in pollution. From ordering food to a fast Google search, technology has made the
world more convenient. Share this article Share Four in 10 of people miss classic TV shows such as
Morecambe and Wise, while 36 per cent think music - including bands like The Beatles - was better in the
past. So his anwer is initially no, but there's a yes in there too. But one in five people over the age of 50
believe that modern day living should be celebrated. Why are we so obsessed with nostalgia? People were
healthier both mentally and emotionally before the rise of technology Studies show that people, especially
young people, experience stress, anxiety, and even depression from social media and phone usage. Geoffrey
Dennis continues: "In an age of rapid technological advances, many younger people today would struggle to
believe that, even in the s, milk was delivered to British homes by horse-drawn vehicles. But there are some
aspects of our lives that haven't benefited from technology. I'm feeling much like how I imagine my parents
felt when I started asking them for bell-bottom jeans and peasant tops in middle school. Lately, for
Millennials, it's been displayed in the reboot of movies, food and fashion accessories. But what about our
standard of living and our work life? He thinks the answer depends on what kind of environmental issues we
are referring to, and no less importantly, on what time scale. Geoffrey Dennis, Chief Executive of SPANA,
which provides free veterinary treatment to working animals in developing countries, said: "It's clear that
many people in the UK are nostalgic about the past - and, whether it's for proper music stars like Bowie or a
lost sense of community spirit, some people wish they could turn back the clock. Shopping used to be more
local. Fifty years ago, communicating in the office was much more personal. Translated by: Glenn Ostling.
Were the olden days really the golden days?


